16 clap. Virgil

- Kinchen: approved
- The: approved
- Blakely: approved & distinguished
- Turner: approved & distinguished
- Jones: approved
- Turner: approved & distinguished
- M. C. Osborne: approved

17. clap. Arithmetic.

- Smir: approved & distinguished
- Turner: do: do
- Kinchen: do
- Hotte: do
- Jones: do
- Savag: do
- Davis: do: do
- Geo. Clark: do: do

In the Preparatory School

Distinguished

6 clap. John Aynn on base.


10. Richard Caswell & William Lashinon English Reading

11. Anthony Gates on English Reading & Spelling

12. Spencer Osborn & Davis Cutler on Latin

13. Richard Caswell, David Cutler & Peyton Deaver on Latin Grammar